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ofy CONCERNING VALUE
THE CONCEPT Ç>F VALUE: ITS HISTORICAL 

DEVELOPMENT.
and are only valid where there is a state, or other 
authority, strong enough to guarantee them.

By the way, it is probably worth while to notice 
that, from a léguai point of view, what is transferred 
in the act of exchange is the right of property in the 
object sold. Wealth his sometimes been defined as 
consisting of goods which may be owned, that is, 
which

o; anothers, particularly so, as in the earlier times 
at least, he would be perfectly able to make the 
thing himself.

There is the further consideration that production 
• .vas for a livelihood, that is, while production was 
for exchange, it was not necessarily for a profit, so 

, . . ■ that the latter had not to be actuated for For this
mstanre f I ’“u T’'’ ^ rCa9°n thc Cost of Production and value would '
instance, .f I receive a gift or purchase some article tide and, as a matter of fact, were not distinguished 
1 not only possess the thing but I own it, seeing that from each other
my possession is socially recognized. On the oth^r It was under conditions such as those just de
hand, if I should steal some object. I have posses- scribed that the labor theory of value gradually tdk 
Slop of ,t and may en,o> its use but I do not own it. shape. It was first clearly stated by Sir William
s ■ , h 7th Y"- must thcse cond,t,ons bc pre- Pcttv about ‘he year 1662 in a much quoted passage 
sent but the production and exchange of commodi- which may be fotfnd in a footnote to page 104 of
ties must have become general, must have become -Capital.” He, was followed by others < see pages 
an integral part of the life process of society before 46 and 59 of -Capital”), and the theorv was adopt- 
the formulation of the concept ot value becomes ed as as integral part of their system by the classi 
possible; Marx, speaking of this point, says: cal economists Smith and Ricardo. It' finally ap-

T he sect et of the" expression of value, pears as the law o\ value in the system of Marx and 
namely, that all lands of labor are equal and is stated by him in the following words 
equivalent. because, -and so far as they are “We see then that that which determine'* the
human labor in general, cannot be deciphered. magnitude of the value of any article is the

receives in return ]*“*£th? °' ‘!Uman h3S amount of ^bor socially necessary, or the labor
some equivalent or what, in the opinion of the part- acquired the fixity of ax popular prejudice. This. time socially necessary for its production. .
ics to the exchange, constitutes*an equivalent. . owever, is possible only in a society in which The value of A commodity, * therefore,

It is important to note that the act takes place by * \ f ^ !"aSS °f t,he Produce of labor takes directly as the quantity, and inversely as the
mutual consent and that the word “person” mav , commodlt»«, in which, consequent- productiveness, of the labor incorporated in it ”
stasd for a primitive commune, a natural person, ly, th? dominant relation between man and -“Capital,” vol. 1. pages 4M7.
or a legal corporation. . man, is that ot owners ot commodities '— Here we shall leave the labor*theory of value

There is evidence to show that mankind through- v P^, \° .1, page 69. while we proceed to consider another important
. out the historical period, and even in pre-historic . “ con^df^ions unmistakably point to concept-,he law of supply and demand

times, has practised exchange, probably at first in "hat ha* ***" ca led the “era of handicraft” as be- By the way. I have not offered 
the form of reciprocal gifts, later as barter and fin- h,sto,r,cal ePoch- ' during which the concept labor theory of value,
ally in the complex manner in which it takes place °s Va UC gradu*,br took form and 
today. The act of exchange is not, therefore, pecu
liar to capitalism.
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-In the social production which men carr^ on they enter Into 
definite relation* that are indlepenaable and Independent of 
their will; ^theee relatione of production correspond to a de- 
***** ot development of their material powers of produc
tion. The sum total of these relation* of production Iconst!-
tote# the economic structure of society—the real foundation, 
on which rtae legal and political superstructures and to which 
correspond definite forms of social consciousness.”—Marx, 
Introduction to «tie “Critique."
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product of labor is. In all states of society, a use- 

velugt Vit It 1s only at a definite historical epoch in a socie- 
tr • Envelopment that such product becomes a commodity, 
T**~ *t tb« epoch when the labor spent on the production of 
a useful article becomes expressed as one of the objective 
Quail ties of that article, le, aa Us value."

1

* “Oapttal," vol. 1, page 71, Kerr ed.

ThU division of a product Into a useful thing and a value 
becomes practically Important, only when exchange has ac- 
q id red such an extension that useful articles are produced for 
the purpose of being exchanged, and their character as values 
hQS therefore to be taken Into account beforehand, during pro
duction.—"Capital," voL 1, page 84.
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"In a passably succcsslnl lashlmZ perlas 71 ”h “ch ""°™! "« -““P»-

of Christendom madeUhc transition from a ame >- 1 at tllc> should agree with the facts
frankly predatory and servile establishment, in A
the Dark Ages, to a settled, quasi-peaceable < r jhmg, am perfectly aware that the econ-
situation resting on fairly secure prooertv T* ! . ” T ^opment never exist in a
rights, chiefly in land, bv the dtose of the Mid- PUIC * Vil w th3t lhC> overIaP both time and 
die Ages. This transition was accompanied bv ^ does not affe£l the arguments put
a growth of handicraft, itinerant merchandise °r"a m 1 15 artic,e or ,n the next to appear,
ing and industrial towns, so massive as to out

live and displace the feudal system under whose 
tutelage it took its rise, and"of so marked a 
technological character as to have passed into 
history as the ‘era of handicraft.’ Technologic-* 
ally, this era is marked by an ever-advancing 
growth of craftsmanship: until it passes-over 
into the regime of the machine industry when 
its technology had finally outgrown those lim- 

4 Rations of handicraft and petty trade that gave 
it its character as a distinct phase of 
history. In its beginning the handicraft system 

made up of impecunious craftsmen, work
ing in severalty and working for a livelihood, 
and the rules of the craft-guilds that presently 
took shape and exercised control were drawn

It is, however, typical of that 
system or rather, I should say, essential to that sys- 

former states of society the act of exchange 
was something accidental, even when habitual, 
something outside of the ordinary, normal way of 
making a living of those peoples. On the other hand 
the capitalist system cannot be thought of apart 
from exchange—from sale and purchase ; the whole 
population is engaged in buying and selling; the 
whole Social product is produced for sale, and the 
whole social income—wages, rent, interest and 
fit—is distributed through the mechanism of ex
change. i In this progression which is Sometimes 
called progress, we have, therefore, a historical 
cess in which the self-sustaining unjL-whether in
dividual or community, becomes dependent ; produc- 

■ tion for use gives way to production for sale and 
this again to production for profit, in which the pro
duct of labor becomes a commodity and its use- 
value becomes of secondary importance to its ex- 

- change value .and this again is obscured by the price
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Certain social conditions determine this change. 
There must have been such a development of the 
division of labor or, at least, of the division of oc
cupations *that the producers can no longer supply 
their.own Wants- A condition arises such

ty we 
at the was resources, produces all 

The present economic system is based upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of prod action, conse
quently. all the product* of Labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist is, therefore 
worker a slave.

master; the

So long as the capitalist class remains in possession 
of the rang of, government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Its 
the means of

on that principle.”—Veblen. “The Instinct of 
Workmanship,” p. 231.

We started out with the assumption that man's 
material conditions determined his

as some
one very neatly puts it, that no one can produce 
what he uses or use what he produces.

This, however, is not enough, inasmuch as div
ision of labor may exist without exchange of pro
ducts as rtj the family of patriarchal or classical 
titnes, in the primitive community or in the baron
ial manor. * Jn these the members of the tribe or

property rights to 
weelth production end He control of the 

product of labor.
The capita]let system gives to the ceplteli— ■„ ever- 

sw riling stream of profits, end to the worker, an ever 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The intereet of the worldng claae lies in setting Itself 
free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage System, under which this exploitation, at the point 
of prod action. Is cloaked.

itconsciousness : 
that “any given phase of collective life induced cor
responding habits ot thought.” We observe, then, 
that in the handicraft stage of industry the tools 
used were primitive and simple, that the 
ials were such as lay close to hand, and that the 
degree of skill and training required in the 
Occupations would be fairly uniform, 
reasons the basis of exchange could only be a matter 
of the quantity of labor-time required in the produc
tion of the respective commodities, of their labor

raw mater- To •coompllah this nnr mmmIt
the transformation of capitalistfamily, the sIivm and the serfs produced the wealth 

ot those societies which was distributed among their 
members according to the status they held without 
tlje intervention of purchase and sale.

In additipn, therefore, to the division of labor it 
is necessiry that the producers be independent of 
each other except, of course, in respect of such con
tracts as they may freely enter into. The produc
er must possess the right of property not only in his 
person but In his product. That is to say, he has 
the right to use his time and labor to produce ccr- 

' . ftain goods and to dispose of them. Fbfther, that
| / - W h*8 rig*11 dispose of them is generally recognized.

: le «**H, he possesses the rights of life, liberty, pro-

property to the
means of wealth production Into aoeitlly controlled 
omte forces.tt issue.) van ou s

Tha irrepressible conflict of interest between the cap
italist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself

This is the Class

For these
aa a

strucffie for political supremacy.
Struggle.

Therefore we csH upon nil workers to organise under 
the twiner of the Solatia! Party ot 
object of conquering the r-Q**1"*l

x>
with thee cost..

Again, the conditions of production and the labor 
expenditure involved were familiar to all the parties 
to the exchange. The whole process from start to 
finish, not only of his own product but that of his 
fellow townsman was a matter of common know
ledge to evçry citizen. No one would, therefore, 
part with an article which absorbed so much of his 
own time for one which he knew had required less

, . , tor the pur
pose of sotting up sad enforcing the oconondcmada pro
gramme of the 
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■petty and contract. These, again, are legal rights,
a*
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